Teacher Handbook

Woodwind

Fife

Mission Statement
We will provide an engaging first experience of ensemble music tuition. With a primary
focus on introducing and developing fundamental music skills, we will deliver an
introduction to instrumental playing and collaborative music making, with a view to further
progression on any musical instrument.

What is Spark! ?
Spark! is the Ealing Music Service whole class tuition programme. It provides an engaging
first experience of ensemble music tuition. Designed specifically to support schools in
meeting the aims of the national curriculum for music; namely performing, listening,
creating and understanding. The programme introduces and develops fundamental music
skills, delivering an introduction to instrumental playing and collaborative music making,
with a view to further progression on any musical instrument.
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SparkLITE! Objectives & Planning

Fife

One Term
Skill Objectives

Activities / Repertoire Ideas

Beat versus Rhythm: concepts and exercises

Time keeping exercises, clapping/playing copycat
rhythms, game “Jump”, chants/raps

Singing

Musicianship

Time keeping & Rhythmic/Ensemble skills
Pitch: concept and exercises

Aural exercises - comparing pitches: high/low, big or
small interval, etc.

Internalisation & Aural skills
Composition/Improvisation

Copycat rhythms, create 8-beat phrase (including body
percussion, mouth sound and fife note, for example),
write 1-bar rhythm, etc.

Respect and care for musical instruments

Correct care, “treat instruments like babies”, etc.

Correct singing posture & breath control

Feet shoulder-width apart, arms relaxed at sides,
invisible string pulling body up, abdominal awareness
(singing from belly), sense of phrasing, etc.

Pitch accuracy

Warm-ups: glissandos, nasal/abdominal/high palate
sounds, diction exercises, short climbing phrases no
more than a 5th in range, etc.

Copy simple melodic phrases

Song e.g.: “My Hat Has 3 Corners”

Voice projection & sound quality

Literacy &
Terminology

clap/play correctly, know note values:
Clapping, rhythmic solfege, playing
Stave, Treble Clef, Bar Lines: names and symbol

5 fingers = 5 lines, treble clef names the notes, etc.

Performance

recognition

Performance / sharing opportunity
(group in-class presentation / inter-class presentation /
small school presentation)

Stage etiquette & presence

Fife Technique

Correct sound emission & embouchure

Embouchure exercises: blow cold air on hands, make
"EE" shape with lips, etc.
Description examples: sitting/standing like a
queen/king, long neck like a giraffe, relaxed shoulders,
etc.
Copycat rhythms, ambulance exercises, practice
patterns, pieces
Piece e.g.: “B B Blues”, “B A Dood”, “Looking Out” (in
Class Act Fife), “Bicycle Ride”, "Clown Dance" (in The
Fife Book)

Correct playing posture & hand/arm positioning

Notes B, A, G (+ F, C): play, read on stave
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School & Assistant Duties
Spark! - EMS Whole Class Ensemble Tuition
School Duties
[Please refer to EMS Service Level Agreement EMS101; Section 3 "Whole Class Ensemble Tuition"]
EPA = EMS Provided Assistant SBA = School Based Assistant ELT = EMS Lead Teacher
•

If there is an SBA: the assistant will attend and be fully involved in the delivery of all lessons (see
detailed list below)

•

If there is an SBA: In the event of an unavoidable absence, sufficient notice will be given to the ELT
and appropriate cover will be provided by the school

•

The ELT must be provided with an adequate room to teach in with appropriate equipment:
• Adequate size for tuition requirements (i.e. enough room to play the instruments, stand,
sing, etc.)
• Appropriate number of instruments for all students, plus for EMST & SBA
• Smart/active board, sound system and computer (as required)
• Exact room arrangement (same room for multiple classes/different room for each class/etc.)
to be agreed between school and ELT”

•

Instruments must be stored in a safe, secure environment; easily accessible for set-up [see instrument
specific care & maintenance leaflet]:

•

With easily portable instruments (e.g.: recorder, ukulele) SBA should take the instrument home for
additional practice

•

Where a set-up fee is paid, the tuition must be provided in the same room for all classes; if
relocation is required, it may incur an additional set-up fee

•

Support the ELT in scheduling, preparing and staging performances, including:
• Allowing time in the school timetable for performances
• Providing an adequate performance space
• Helping with concert day logistics (getting pupils in & out, seating plans, changeovers, music
stands/projection, sound system)
• The session before the performance should ideally be held in the performance venue
• Sending letters to parents (when parents are invited)

•

Provide 10 working days' notice to the ELT in the event of lessons needing rescheduling [see SLA
3.5.4]
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Spark! - EMS Whole Class Ensemble Tuition
Assistant - Roles & Responsibilities
•

If there is an SBA: ensure the children are prepared for the lesson:
• Bring them into the classroom / ready for the arrival of ELT
• Instruments allocated / seating organised etc.

•

Support the ELT with behaviour management

•

Learn alongside the students - asking questions of the ELT to help with further clarification when
needed

•

During lesson delivery the assistant should be:
• Circulating the class
• Quietly helping with discipline
• Checking individual students, posture, fingering, correct notes, etc.
• Operating I.T./sound (i.e. PDF display, backing track) if required

•

Be prepared to demonstrate in front of the class and lead activities from time to time

•

Help identify & support students that are struggling and help with assessing students’ ability levels
on an on-going basis

•

Support ELT in preparing upcoming performances (if SBA: including extra practice times with the
pupils)
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Classroom Management
Tips & Tricks
Class is bouncing off the walls?
Have them do a physical activity like jumping up and down, moving in time to music, jogging in
place or clapping as hard as they can for 30 seconds (space allowing).
Class is constantly talking or making noise?
Have them do a focused music listening activity with head down and eyes closed. Give pupils
something specific to listen for. This works well on entry also: pupils can enter the classroom
silently to music with a question on the board to discuss and answer in pairs or on a white board
(good non-verbal communication).
Need to get the class's attention without hurting your voice?
At the beginning of the year define a short clapped phrase as your "Attention!" marker, having the
class clap it back and stop what they're doing as soon as they hear it. Praise the class every time
they follow on the first go. Alternatively use the 5 finger count down. Count down from 5 to 1 with
your fingers clearly visible. Let pupils know by 1 you expect silence. Praise when they are silent by 5
or 4.
Computer/smart board is uncooperative leaving you stranded?
Have a session dedicated to improvisation and composition where the students in groups create,
write and practice short musical phrases, performing them at the end of the class.
Want to revise theory without the students feeling bored?
Have a quiz. Students split into teams and answer 10 questions: the most correct answers earn the
team a prize! (stickers are always a hit). Charanga also has some great animations you can show
pupils with a quiz at the end.
Class are becoming dis-engaged?
Do something completely different. Examples of possible brain gym activities: "Left, Right &
Together" (close eyes and raise corresponding arms when told Left or Right or Together – get
faster), or "Opposites" (when I say up you say down, when I say in you say out, when I say hip you
say hop) - this works well with a backing track.
Reach the end of your teaching day with a raspy voice and a tender throat?
Make sure to have a bottle of water with you and don't forget to keep sipping, even if you're not
thirsty.
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Resources
Activities for Spark! Assistant

Default activities
•

Participate in all musical activities and instrumental playing

•

Circulate, helping check fingerings, posture, etc.

•

Support with behaviour management

Specific activities
•

Help with tuning instruments

•

Assist with logistics (e.g.: instruments, sheet music, chairs, etc.)

•

Lead the warm-up activity

•

Lead the singing warm-up / repertoire (if comfortable)

•

Perform 2-part piece with ELT to the class

•

Co-lead 2-part piece, with class divided into 2 groups

•

Lead & help with music games

•

Run IT – e.g.: Charanga website, backing track playback, etc.

•

Help with assessment

•

Lead rehearsal – both during and outside Spark! sessions

•

Have a go at teaching some new material

Be working towards a specific music goal (e.g.: instrument Grade 1)
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Resources
Games
Name Game
(very good for introducing new classes and memorising names, improves time-keeping and ability to maintain a steady beat)

•
•
•
•

Class stands in circle
Everyone claps a steady beat
Going round the circle, each person says their name to the beat (either tonic syllable on the beat or
each syllable on its own beat: "Elizabeth" or "E-li-za-beth")
After two or three complete turns round the circle, everyone says all the names

Jump
(improves time-keeping and group work)

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Class stands in a circle, leader in the middle
Leader marks the beat and points around the circle to whose turn it is
Going round the circle, each player says a number from 1 to 4, in order, following previous person
The player who says 1 must jump at the same time [more complex versions may add a clap on 3,
stamp on 4, etc.]
A player is out if:
- they say the wrong number
- they say a number when it isn't their turn
- they say the number before or after the beat
- they don't jump on 1
- they jump on a number other than 1
Players sit when they're out of the game
The last player standing wins!

Don’t Drop the Beat!
(similar to Copy Me)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establish the beat by having everyone tapping and saying the beat numbers “1, 2, 3, 4”
Leader claps a one-bar rhythm. (Start with something simple, e.g. 4 crotchets)
Going around the class, everyone claps back the rhythm, but must come in right on beat 1 of the bar
following the preceding person
Anyone who ‘drops the beat’ (i.e. doesn’t do it correctly) is out until the completion of the game
Each time it comes back to the leader, they make the rhythm more complex
Continue until there is only one person left
Don’t let it drag on too long as students that are already ‘out’ will get restless. Make the rhythms
difficult enough towards the end to ensure people are regularly dropping out, and consider
declaring a draw if 2 or 3 people can’t be separated
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Resources
Fife repertoire books
Class Act Fife, Sarah Watts (provides note by note practice patterns and pieces with accompanying backing tracks; has both
Yamaha and Aulos fingerings)

The Fife Book, Liz Goodwin (provides note by note practice patterns and pieces along with technique tips)
Fun with the Fife, Mizzy McCaskill & Dona Gilliam (for more fast-paced progression, provides exercises and pieces.
Note: uses American rhythmic nomenclature and is geared towards the 6-holed instrument; however, can still be useful for
repertoire)

Songs
My Hat Has Three Corners - traditional Portuguese [translated]
(improves internalisation when sung with gestures & disappearing words)

With each repetition, remove one of the sung words until the whole song is done internally with gestures.
Then sing it out once more.
Gestures:
me/mine - point to self
hat - point to head; three - raise three fingers
corners - make an angle with both hands pointing up
did not/would not - wave no with finger
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Viva la Musica - canon by Michael Praetorius
(provides good introduction to canons/rounds)

Toembai - traditional Hebrew
(good for movement and rhythmic accompaniment/improvisation, good for playing with different tempos,
can be sung as a round)

Tongue twister limerick Rebecca Played Her Recorder - by Mariana Nina
(improves diction, can be used as the basis of a singing improvisation activity)
Rebecca played her recorder
While Rosemary sat to record her
She sent it abroad,
Then won an award,
Now thousands of fans do adore her!

More singing resources at www.singup.com.
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Ealing Music Service - Important contacts
Ealing Music Service
Dominion Centre & Library
112 The Green Southall
UB2 4BQ
020 8843 9121
ealingmusicservice@ealing.gov.uk
www.ealingmusicservice.com

Yogesh Dattani - Head of Service
ydattani@ealing.gov.uk
Samantha Spence - Assistant Head of Service (Staff & Pupils)
sspence@ealing.gov.uk
Lee Marchant - Assistant Head of Service (Schools & Teachers)
marchantl@ealing.gov.uk

Carolyn Burton - Music Hub Administrator
burtonc@ealing.gov.uk
Roger O’ Grady Walsh – Projects and Resources Assistant
rwalsh@ealing.gov.uk

Julie Bruce – Music Lead (Brass & Percussion)
bruceju@ealing.gov.uk
Mariana Nina – Music Lead (Woodwind)
ninam@ealing.gov.uk
Caroline Swan - Ensemble Development Leader
swanc@ealing.gov.uk
Juleka Nwankwo – Music Awards Mentor
nwankwoj@ealing.gov.uk
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